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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a new spectroscopic survey for dusty intervening absorption systems, partic-
ularly damped Lyα absorbers (DLAs), towards reddened quasars. The candidate quasars are selected
from mid-infrared photometry from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer combined with optical
and near-infrared photometry. Out of 1073 candidates, we secure low-resolution spectra for 108 using
the Nordic Optical Telescope on La Palma, Spain. Based on the spectra, we are able to classify
100 of the 108 targets as quasars. A large fraction (50%) is observed to have broad absorption lines
(BALs). Moreover, we find 6 quasars with strange breaks in their spectra, which are not consistent
with regular dust reddening. Using template fitting we infer the amount of reddening along each line
of sight ranging from A(V ) ≈ 0.1 mag to 1.2 mag (assuming an SMC extinction curve). In four cases,
the reddening is consistent with dust exhibiting the 2175 Å feature caused by an intervening absorber,
and for two of these, a Mg II absorption system is observed at the best-fit absorption redshift. In
the rest of the cases, the reddening is most likely intrinsic to the quasar. We observe no evidence
for dusty DLAs in this survey. However, the large fraction of BAL quasars hampers the detection of
absorption systems. Out of the 50 non-BAL quasars only 28 have sufficiently high redshift to detect
Lyα in absorption.
Keywords: galaxies: active — quasars: general — quasars: absorption lines
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of dust-reddened quasars, in terms of their
number density and amount of dust extinction, provide
important clues to the study of evolutionary scenarios
for quasars (and active galactic nuclei in general, e.g.,
Hopkins et al. 2005, and references therein). In most
scenarios quasars are thought to start out as heavily
dust obscured phenomena before gradually clearing out
the dust (either by strong outflows and/or dust sublima-
tion) leaving behind a population of unobscured, “typ-
ical” quasars (typical in the sense that they make up
the bulk of known quasars; e.g., Sanders et al. 1988a,b;
Hopkins et al. 2006).
In addition to the intrinsic variations in the quasar
environments, any intervening dust in galaxies along
the line of sight (including our own Milky Way) causes
the background quasar to appear dust-reddened as well
(Fall & Pei 1989; Fall, Pei, & McMahon 1989; Pei,
Fall, & Bechtold 1991). Such intervening galaxies are
typically associated with the so-called damped Lyman-
α absorbers (DLAs, see Wolfe, Gawiser, & Prochaska
2005). By studying the absorption in the spectrum of
the background quasar, we can recover important quan-
tities about the absorbing gas: e.g., its metallicity, ion-
ization state, dust depletion, and in some cases even
the density and temperature (e.g., Howk et al. 2005;
Srianand et al. 2005; Jorgenson et al. 2010; Kanekar
et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2015; Neeleman et al. 2015;
Noterdaeme et al. 2015b). From looking at depletion
in large samples of DLAs it has been shown that the
more chemically evolved DLAs (i.e., with high metallic-
ity) are more likely to harbour dust (Ledoux et al. 2003;
De Cia et al. 2013). Thus, the metal-rich and dusty
DLAs hold valuable information about the most chem-
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ically enriched systems and allow us to study in great
detail the molecular absorption (since molecules are pri-
marily formed on the surface of dust grains Jenkins &
Peimbert 1997) as well as the cold gas phase of the ab-
sorbing gas (e.g. Srianand et al. 2005; Noterdaeme et al.
2007a).
The vast majority of quasars (and thereby also DLAs;
Prochaska et al. 2005; Prochaska & Wolfe 2009; Noter-
daeme et al. 2009, 2012b) have been identified in optical,
large-area sky surveys, most notably the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000, and its extension,
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey [BOSS],
Dawson et al. 2013) and the 2dF QSO redshift survey
(Croom et al. 2004). The power of selecting quasars in
the optical is proven by the sheer number of quasars
identified in the SDSS catalog. This optical selection
mainly relies on the fact that quasars have very blue op-
tical colours. However, the technique falls short for high
redshifts where stars and quasars are no longer easily
discernible in the optical color-space. Also, if the quasar
has intrinsic spectral differences relative to the “typical”
quasar population, e.g., dust reddening, weak emission
lines or broad absorption lines (BALs), the quasar will
appear redder in the observed optical emission, mak-
ing the distinction between stars and quasars even more
difficult (Richards et al. 2002, 2003). Furthermore, a
dust-rich absorption system along the line of sight can
cause a significant reddening effect on the background
quasar (e.g., Fall et al. 1989; Noterdaeme et al. 2009,
2012a; Jiang et al. 2010; Kaplan et al. 2010a; Fynbo
et al. 2011a; Wang et al. 2012; Krogager et al. 2016).
All of these effects may cause the background quasar to
change appearance to the point where optical searches
become blind to these reddened objects. This introduces
a bias in the parent quasar sample from which DLAs are
selected. As a result, this bias propagates to a bias in
the DLA samples, since the quasars behind chemically
evolved and dusty galaxies are missed more often than
quasars behind dust-poor galaxies.
The mere existence of this bias and its potential im-
pact on the DLA population has been studied in great
detail in the literature (Fall & Pei 1989; Fall et al. 1989;
Pei et al. 1991; Ellison et al. 2001; Murphy & Liske 2004;
Vladilo & Péroux 2005; Vladilo et al. 2008; Jorgenson
et al. 2006; Frank & Péroux 2010; Pontzen & Pettini
2009; Kaplan et al. 2010b; Khare et al. 2012; Murphy &
Bernet 2016). A large part of these studies have been
based on optically selected samples, which are not sensi-
tive to this hidden population of dusty DLAs. However,
the surveys by Ellison et al. (2001) and Jorgenson et al.
(2006) were carried out at radio wavelength since the ra-
dio emission from quasars is not affected by dust. While
they find that dust obscuration is a small effect (for the
incidence rate of DLAs) they also conclude that larger
radio samples are needed to firmly conclude on the im-
portance of a dust bias (see also the analyses of Ellison
et al. 2005, 2008).
In order to gauge the population of reddened quasars,
a substantial number of surveys have been undertaken
using various selection methods (e.g., Benn et al. 1998;
Warren et al. 2000; Gregg et al. 2002; Richards et al.
2003; Hopkins et al. 2004; Polletta et al. 2006; Lacy
et al. 2007; Maddox et al. 2008, 2012; Glikman et al.
2007, 2012, 2013; Urrutia et al. 2009; Banerji et al.
2012; Hainline et al. 2014), and more recently, wide-
field, infrared facilities (such as UKIRT Infrared Deep
Sky Survey [UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007], VISTA
Kilo-Degree Infrared Galaxy Survey [VIKING, Fleuren
et al. 2012], and Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
[WISE , Wright et al. 2010] ) allow quasar candidates
to be selected in great numbers based on the shape
of their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) instead
of using just one single characteristic (e.g., Warren
et al. 2000, 2007; Peth et al. 2011; Maddox et al. 2012).
While such efforts are very effective for photometric
classification (Richards et al. 2015; Peters et al. 2015),
the spectroscopic follow-up and classification is much
more time-consuming. The BOSS programme has
provided a massive improvement in terms of a more
unbiased quasar selection due to the development of
complex multi-wavelength and multi-epoch selection al-
gorithms (Ross et al. 2012, and references therein), but
the red quasar population is still quite sparsely sampled.
In contrast to most other surveys for red quasars,
which in various ways focus on a complete census of the
quasar population, we initiated our spectroscopic survey
(High A(V) Quasar [HAQ] Survey) with the primary fo-
cus on finding dust-rich foreground absorption systems.
In the first surveys, we used near-infrared and optical
photometry alone to select point sources that are con-
sistent with “typical” quasars reddened by a foreground
dusty absorber. The initial strategy is laid out by Fynbo
et al. (2013, hereafter Paper I) and a refined set of those
criteria were used for a much larger survey presented by
Krogager et al. (2015, hereafter Paper II). In accordance
with previous works analysing the DLA dust bias, we
find in the HAQ survey that the incidence rate of dusty
absorbers is low, i.e., the dusty foreground absorbers
do not lead to a strong bias in terms of the N(H I)
distribution; however, since these dusty DLAs are pref-
erentially metal-rich (e.g., Fynbo et al. 2011b; Krogager
et al. 2016) the missing dusty DLAs are important for
the overall metal distribution (see also Pontzen & Pet-
tini 2009; Khare et al. 2012). Furthermore, the dusty
DLAs are important for a complete census of the cold
and molecular gas phases in absorption-selected galaxies
(Ledoux et al. 2015).
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In this work, we present the extended HAQ (eHAQ)
survey designed to probe quasars with more reddening
relative to Paper II (this part of color space was ini-
tially included in Paper I, but this led to a large fraction
of stellar and galactic contamination) and to eliminate
z . 1.5 quasars in order to be able to detect the Lyα
absorption line in our observed spectra. The new selec-
tion criteria presented in the following allow us to select
a purer sample of reddened quasar candidates by basing
the sample selection on WISE mid-infrared photome-
try. Furthermore, we are able to effectively remove low-
redshift quasars as desired. In the following, we present
the results of our spectroscopic follow-up campaign of
108 candidates from our new criteria.
Section 2 deals with the photometric data used in our
work, our selection criteria, and our proposed method
to remove stellar contamination. In Sect. 3 and Sect. 4,
we describe our spectroscopic observations together with
our classifications and analyses of the sample. In Sect. 5,
we discuss the implications of our work. Throughout
this work, we will assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with
H0 = 67.9 kms
−1Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.69 and ΩM = 0.31
(Planck Collaboration 2014).
2. PHOTOMETRIC DATA AND TARGET
SELECTION
The photometric catalog was compiled by cross-
matching the SDSS data release 8 (u, g, r, i, and z bands
at 0.36, 0.47, 0.62, 0.75, and 0.90 µm, respectively), the
UKIDSS data release 10 (Y , J , H, and Ks bands at
1.03, 1.25, 1.64, and 2.21 µm, respectively), and WISE
AllSKY data release (W1, W2, W3, and W4 at 3.4, 4.6,
12, and 22 µm, respectively). In the following, we will
refer to the Ks band of UKIDSS simply as the K band.
We matched this optical/infrared catalog to the Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST, data
release 14Dec17) to compare radio properties of our par-
ent sample and the SDSS/BOSS targets. We stress that
the radio data were only included as ancillary data and
were not part of the sample selection criteria. The sur-
vey provides radio coverage at 1.4 GHz with an average
sensitivity of ∼ 0.15 mJy (rms).
The selection of candidate quasars was based primar-
ily on mid-infrared photometry fromWISE. We required
the candidates to be detected with a signal-to-noise ra-
tio of at least 5 in the first three WISE bands (i.e.,
SNRW1−3 ≥ 5). Moreover, we require that the candi-
dates are detected (at more than 3 sigma significance) in
g, r, i, J , andK, and that they are point sources in both
UKIDSS and SDSS (specifically, we use the catalog flags:
mergedclass = -1 & sdsstype = 6). We limited our
follow-up to candidates that had not already been ob-
served spectroscopically either by us in Paper I and II
or in SDSS or BOSS. The declination of the candidates
was restricted to be in the range from −4◦ to +17◦ in
order to allow follow up from facilities in the southern
hemisphere while still accessible to the Nordic Optical
Telescope.
Based on experience from the previous surveys
(Paper II), we have created a selection cut in the
W1−W2 vs W2−W3 color-color space in order to select
candidates with redshifts larger than z > 1.5. From
the distribution of redshifts of the quasars identified
in Paper II, we were able to define a cut in the WISE
color space to exclude low-redshift quasars, see Fig. 1.
We imposed the following color cuts in WISE :
for W2 −W3 < 2.85 : W1 −W2 < 1 ,
for W2−W3 ≥ 2.85 : W1−W2 < 1.2×(W2−W3)−2.42,
W1 −W2 > 0.6 and 2 < W2 −W3 < 4 .
The lower boundary on theW1−W2 color was imposed
to limit contamination from stars and galaxies while still
recovering a part of the high-redshift quasars. This was
motivated by the results of Stern et al. (2012), see also
discussion by Richards et al. (2015).
Since we wish to target quasar candidates with poten-
tial dusty foreground absorbers, we include two optical
color cuts to ensure that the candidates are optically
red (consistent with dust reddening) : g − r > 0.5 and
r − i > 0.4 (i.e., the same as in Paper I and II).
In the first observing run, we limited our selection to
JAB < 19. In the subsequent runs we relaxed this mag-
nitude cut, however, only a small number of observed
candidates have JAB > 19 (5 out of 108 observed).
2.1. Stellar rejection
During the first observing run (P50-802), we identi-
fied a significant fraction of contamination from stars.
The majority of these contaminants were observed to
have J − K < 0. We therefore imposed an additional
near-infrared color cut (J − K > −0.05) for the sub-
sequent spectroscopic observations in order to remove
stellar contaminants. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. All
targets selected after P50-802 have been corrected for
the stellar contaminants using the near-infrared cut.
3. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
During a series of observing runs in 2015 and 2016, a
total of 108 candidate quasars were observed with the
Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT)1 using the Andalucía
faint object spectrograph and camera (ALFOSC).
1 Located at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on
La Palma, Spain.
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Figure 1. WISE color-color plots for this work and Paper
II. Each colored point corresponds to a quasar from HAQ
(Paper II) and its color indicates the spectroscopic redshift.
Grey points are candidates for this work. The grey region
in the upper left corner indicates the exclusion zone for low-
redshift quasars. The dotted line marks the lower limit on
W1 − W2 color in order to limit contamination from stars
and galaxies.
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Figure 2. Color-color plot showing optical g − r color vs.
near-infrared J − K color for the eHAQ candidates. The
small points show the full parent sample where quasars
and stars (based on photometry) are shown by black and
grey points, respectively. The imposed photometric crite-
rion (J −K > −0.05) to reject stars is shown by the vertical
dashed line. Large points indicate the targets that were spec-
troscopically observed: quasars (red circles) and stars (yellow
stars).
For all the ALFOSC observations, we binned the CCD
pixels by a factor of 2 along the wavelength axis and we
aligned the slit with the parallactic angle. The candi-
dates were, as in Paper II, observed using grism #4,
which covers the wavelength range from about 3200 Å
to 9100 Å at a resolution of about R ∼ 300 with a slit
width of 1.3 arcsec. Redwards of about 7500 Å the spec-
tra are strongly affected by fringing, which was allevi-
ated by dithering along the slit. In order to prevent sec-
ond order contamination from wavelengths shorter than
3500 Å, a blocking filter was used for the observations
with grism #4. We used filter no. 94 which blocks out
wavelengths shorter than 3560 Å. Given the red nature
of the targets (by selection) and the reduced intensity of
the second order spectrum the contamination from the
remaining flux which is not blocked by the filter (from
3560−4500 Å) will be low (however, it may still be an is-
sue as observed in Heintz et al. 2016). The overlap from
the second order starts at 7120 Å, which is furthermore
the spectral range affected by strong fringing. Moreover,
we use the overall spectral shape from the broad-band
photometry to make sure that we are not affected by sig-
nificant second order contamination. Based on this con-
sistency check, we find the second order contamination
to be negligible. One candidate (eHAQ2359+1354) was
observed with grism #6 alone to investigate tentative
signs of a damped Lyα absorber seen in the spectrum
obtained by BOSS. Grism #6 covers wavelengths from
3200 to 5810 Å at a resolution of about R ∼ 500 with
the 1.0 arcsec slit.
Four additional candidates were observed with the in-
termediate dispersion spectrograph (IDS) situated at
the Cassegrain focus of the Isaac Newton Telescope
(INT). For spectra obtained with the IDS, we used the
grating ‘R400R’, which covers wavelengths from 5000 to
9500 Å at a resolution of roughly R ∼ 2250.
Details about the spectroscopic observations are
provided in Table A1 in Appendix A. In the table, we
also indicate overlap with existing spectroscopy from
BOSS. The overlap was caused by a mistake in the
cross-referencing for the target selection.
3.1. Data Reduction
The spectra were reduced using a combination of
IRAF2 and MIDAS3 tasks for low-resolution spec-
troscopy. Cosmic rays were rejected using the software
written by van Dokkum (2001). In case of photometric
observing conditions the spectrophotometric standard
star observed on the same night as the science spec-
tra was used for the flux calibration. Otherwise, we
used a standard response curve to calibrate the spectra.
The spectra and photometry were corrected for Galac-
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
3 ESO-MIDAS is a copyright protected software product of the
European Southern Observatory. The software is available under
the GNU General Public License.
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tic extinction using the extinction maps from Schlafly
& Finkbeiner (2011). In order to improve the absolute
flux-calibration, we scaled the spectra to the r-band pho-
tometry from SDSS.
For the four targets observed with the INT, we were
not able to recover a robust flux calibration. The shape
of the spectra does not match the observed photometry
from SDSS. However, the wavelength calibration is
robust. We therefore only use the spectra to measure
the spectroscopic redshifts.
4. RESULTS
For all but two candidates, we were able to securely
classify the object as either quasar or star based on the
available data. We identify 8 stars (one of which is ten-
tative) and 100 quasars (one of which is tentative). In-
dividual notes for each target are given in Appendix D.
Below we describe the stellar and quasar spectra in more
detail.
4.1. Quasars
The spectra of the 100 quasars are shown in Fig. 3
(and in Appendix E) together with the SDSS and
UKIDSS photometry. For every quasar we measure the
redshift from the characteristic broad emission lines by
template matching. In a few cases where the broad emis-
sion lines are heavily suppressed (due to BAL or intrinsi-
cally weak emission lines), we use absorption features to
estimate the quasar’s systemic redshift. In order to infer
the reddening of each quasar, we fit the spectrum with
the quasar template from Selsing et al. (2016) follow-
ing the same approach as described in Paper II assum-
ing the extinction law for the Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC, RV = 2.74) by Gordon et al. (2003). We use
the SMC extinction curve since we see no evidence for
the 2175 Å dust bump in the observed spectra. More-
over, we note that using the steeper extinction curve
derived by Zafar et al. (2015) leads to consistent fits
only with a lower best-fit value of A(V) due to the lower
value of RV = 2.41 for this extinction curve; In terms
of E(B − V ) the best-fit values are identical. Since the
two curves only differ significantly blueward of C III, it
is only possible to distinguish the two curves in spectra
of quasars at redshifts larger than z & 1.8. However,
here the intrinsic variations in emission lines (and BAL
features) prevents us from significantly distinguishing
one from the other due to the limited resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio of our data. One exception is the
photometric fits performed in Sect. 4.1.3 since for these
quasars the weak emission lines do not cause large varia-
tions in the SED. Only in a few cases do we see evidence
for a steeper extinction curve and apply the extinction
curve from Zafar et al. (marked with b in Table A2).
For consistency with other works and with Paper I and
II, we use the SMC extinction curve in this work, unless
stated otherwise. As noted in Paper I and II (as well
as other works; e.g., Urrutia et al. 2009), the A(V) val-
ues derived from template fitting are mostly indicative
since the main source of uncertainty comes from the as-
sumption that all quasars follow the same template. We
find an average statistical uncertainty of 0.01–0.02 mag
for the signal-to-noise ratio of our data (see also Sect.
4.1.2 in Paper II). By varying the intrinsic slope of the
quasar template before fitting, we recover an estimate
of the systematic uncertainty due to these intrinsic vari-
ations of around 0.02 mag. Moreover, the best-fit A(V)
is correlated with the assumed value of RV for the SMC
or Zafar et al. (2015) curves. For the Zafar et al. (2015)
extinction curve (RV = 2.41), the corresponding extinc-
tion, A(V )Z15, is related to the best-fit extinction given
in this work, A(V )SMC, by the following expression:
A(V )Z15 =
RVZ15
RVSMC
A(V )SMC = 0.88A(V )SMC .
The inferred quasar redshift and A(V) are given
in the upper right corner of Fig. 3. For the target
eHAQ2359+1354, we use the available BOSS spectrum
to fit the extinction, since the Grism #6 spectrum does
not allow us to constrain the reddening. In some cases,
we are not able to fit both the optical spectrum and the
NIR photometry simultaneously and we therefore pro-
vide an A(V) value for both the optical and NIR fits.
These peculiar cases are presented later in more detail.
The spectroscopic redshift, the best-fit A(V) (assum-
ing SMC-type dust), and our spectral classification is
given in Table A2 in Appendix A. We caution that the
BAL classification does not follow a rigorous scheme, it
is merely judged by eye in the spectra.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of redshifts and visual
extinction, A(V), for the current quasar sample. For
comparison, we also show the sample from Paper II.
It is clear that the inclusion of WISE photometry has
enabled us to probe higher amounts of reddening and
reject low-redshift quasars while still having a very low
level of stellar contamination in our candidate sample.
4.1.1. Intervening dust
Since our main focus for this survey is the interven-
ing dusty systems, we search for absorption systems in
the spectra. Table 1 lists the spectroscopic absorption
redshift for all the identified absorption systems in this
sample. As in Paper II, we model each spectrum using
a combined dust model with a freely variable dusty ab-
sorber and an amount of extinction fixed in the quasar
rest-frame. The details of this fitting procedure are de-
scribed in Paper II. Four quasars are selected by our
statistical algorithm as having an intervening absorp-
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Figure 3. Sample figure of the observed quasar spectra. The entire figure set is available online. The observed spectrum is
shown as a solid black curve. For spectra observed with the INT, the spectra are binned by a factor of 8 for visual clarity.
These cases are marked by the label ‘int’ in the lower left corner of the figure. The filled, red squares indicate the SDSS and
UKIDSS photometric data points. In the upper right corner we provide the estimated emission redshift and rest-frame V -band
extinction. The red curve shows the redshifted composite quasar template of Selsing et al. (2016) reddened by the best-fit dust
model (indicated in the upper right corner). The dust reddening applied in the rest-frame of the quasar, A(V), and absorber,
A(V)abs, assumes the SMC and LMC extinction laws, respectively. In cases where the template is also shown in blue, we were
not able to fit both optical and infrared data simultaneously; The blue template then indicates the best fit to the infrared data
only, and the corresponding A(V) is given as A(V)blue. Note that the spectra have not been corrected for telluric absorption
(marked with a grey band at ∼ 7600 Å). A compected version of the full set of figures is shown in Appendix E.
tion system hosting LMC-type dust, see individual fits
in Appendix C. These four statistically identified ab-
sorption systems are given in Table 1 together with the
spectroscopically identified intervening absorption sys-
tems. Two of the statistically identified systems match
the spectroscopically identified redshift well within the
1-σ uncertainty of the fit. The other two show no absorp-
tion at the best-fit redshift. We identify no absorbing
systems with SMC-type reddening, which is to be ex-
pected due to the degeneracy between dust in the quasar
itself (assumed to be SMC type) and dust in the ab-
sorber (see Paper II). Two plausible DLAs are identified
(eHAQ0930+0148 and eHAQ2359+1354) with interme-
diate amounts of SMC-type dust reddening along the
line of sight. However, we observe no evidence for the
dust reddening being caused by the absorber. Due to
the poor spectral resolution it is not possible to securely
obtain the column densities of H I from Lyα.
Table 1. Intervening Absorption Systems.
Target zspeca zabsb A(V)absb A(V)QSO Notes
eHAQ0019+0657 1.671 · · · · · · 0.17 Mg II absorber
eHAQ0104+0912 1.487 1.52± 0.03 0.20 0.16 Mg II absorber
eHAQ0111+0641 2.027 2.04± 0.09 0.21 0.15 Fe II absorption
eHAQ0113+0804 1.589 · · · · · · 0.60 Mg II absorber
eHAQ0321+0523 · · · 2.02± 0.02 0.23 0.15 No absorption lines in spectrum
eHAQ0835+0127 1.717 · · · · · · 0.14 Fe II absorption, tentative
eHAQ0930+0148 2.720 · · · · · · 0.24 Si II absorption, Lyα
Table 1 continued
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Figure 4. Distribution of redshift vs. the amount of V -band extinction, A(V), from the spectral fitting. The large, filled circles
show the sample from this work. The errorbar (typically 0.01 mag) is smaller than the point in most cases. The small, red
points are taken from Paper II. The points that are connected with a grey line refer to the peculiar quasars in Table A2 for
which a range of A(V) is given, see Sect. 4.1 for details. For clarity, the corresponding points are shown in grey. The orange
curve shows the value of A(V) assuming SMC-type extinction for which a quasar at the given redshift has an observed color of
g − r = 0.5 mag. Since one of our criteria is g − r > 0.5, points below the curve will therefore enter our sample due to another
mechanism than pure dust-reddening, e.g., strong BAL features or weak emission lines. The histograms on the top show the
redshift probability density functions (PDFs) of this work (dark grey) and of Paper II (light grey overlapping). Similarly, the
histograms on the right show the PDFs of A(V).
Table 1 (continued)
Target zspeca zabsb A(V)absb A(V)QSO Notes
eHAQ1109+1058 1.667 · · · · · · 0.43 Mg II absorber
eHAQ1455+0705 1.650 1.22± 0.01 0.42 0.23 Mg II absorber
eHAQ2359+1354 2.248c · · · · · · 0.13 Mg II absorber, Lyα
aSpectroscopically identified absorption redshift.
bBest-fit parameters from intervening dust model. Only cases for which dust in an intervening absorber
was preferred are shown. A(V)abs assumes LMC type dust in the rest-frame of the absorber.
cBased on the spectrum from BOSS.
4.1.2. Peculiar Quasars
As mentioned above, some quasars are not well de-
scribed by the quasar template assuming SMC-type red-
dening. The optical spectrum, in most cases, requires a
higher amount of A(V) than what is needed to fit the
NIR photometry. This is indicated in Table A2 as a
range in A(V). We have tried to apply the steeper ex-
tinction curve inferred by Zafar et al. (2015), but this
does not provide a good fit either (except for two cases,
marked by a b in Table A2). The extinction curve needed
to fit these peculiar objects is even steeper than the
curve by Zafar et al. and probably exhibits a break
in order to reconcile the data.
For two of these peculiar quasars (where we do not
observe strong absorption), we attempt to recover the
reddening curve in order to study the sight-lines in more
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detail, see Fig. 5. We stress that since we do not know
the absolute intrinsic normalization for these lines-of-
sight, we only infer the relative reddening curve and not
the absolute extinction.
First we normalize the quasar template (Selsing et al.
2016) to the K-band and then we calculate the relative
reddening, kλ, as
kλ = −2.5 log(Dλ/Tλ) ,
where Dλ refers to the observed data and Tλ refers to
the flux predicted from the template. For photometric
data, we convolve the template with the corresponding
filter transmission curves to obtain synthetic photom-
etry. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 5, where
we compare with the reddening curves of SMC-type
dust (Gordon et al. 2003) and quasar-type dust (Zafar
et al. 2015), both arbitrarily normalized to illustrate
the differences in slope. It is clear that the two known
reddening laws provide an equally inadequate descrip-
tion of the data. Both curves can be made to fit part of
the data, by correctly normalizing the reddening curve;
however, this can only match either the infrared or the
optical data – not both simultaneously. The extinction
curve needed to match the observed, peculiar spectra
therefore needs a different curvature relative to the
SMC-type curve or the curve by Zafar et al. (2015).
We also identify some targets with very strong
BAL features, which makes it impossible to deter-
mine the intrinsic continuum (e.g., eHAQ0104+0756,
eHAQ0044+1321, eHAQ0913+0910). Similarly, we
identify a few weak line quasars for which the quasar
template provides a bad description since the template
was compiled from luminous quasars with regular emis-
sion lines. The reddening estimates in these cases are
therefore not representative.
Another type of objects denoted as peculiar are the
quasars for which the template seems to provide a bad
match over a small spectral range. This is typically
caused by intrinsic variations in the pseudo-continuum
caused by a large blend of broad iron emission lines from
Fe II and Fe III and can to some degree be accounted for
by including the emission template from Vestergaard &
Wilkes (2001).
For all these peculiar cases we mark the quasar by
an a in Table A2. The reddening measurement should
in these cases be considered rough estimates which
will need further investigation over a larger wavelength
baseline. For individual comments about the quasars,
we refer the reader to the Appendix D.
4.1.3. Photometric fitting of weak emission-line quasars
For two quasars (eHAQ0839+0556 and
eHAQ1340+0151) classified as peculiar, we fit the
photometry alone, disregarding the spectrum, because
the emission lines are very weak and barely visible.
Since the spectrum exhibits no emission features, we
use the continuum template of Richards et al. (2006)
and apply reddening using the extinction curve of
Zafar et al. (2015), as the slightly different curvature
of this extinction curve compared to the SMC curve
provides a better fit to the rest-frame UV data. Since
both of these quasars appear to have little reddening in
the NIR photometry but a high amount of reddening
in the optical spectrum, we fit the spectra allowing
the intrinsic power-law slope of the quasar and the
steepness (RV ) of the extinction curve to vary. We
parametetrize the change in the power-law slope by the
offset, ∆β, relative to the intrinsic power-law slope of
the template, αλ = −1.7 (measured from the template
by Richards et al. in the rest-frame wavelength range
from 0.1 to 1.0 µm), where fλ ∝ λαλ .
Since all these parameters are highly degenerate, we
use a Markov-chain Monte Carlo routine4 to constrain
the parameters using realistic priors for the power-law
slope and RV . For the quasar power-law slope, we use
a Gaussian prior centered around ∆β = 0 with a 1-σ
width of 0.2 (Krawczyk et al. 2015; Selsing et al. 2016).
Similarly, for RV we use a Gaussian prior centered on
RV = 2.4 with a 1-σ width of 0.3 (Zafar et al. 2015).
Since the spectral identification for eHAQ1340+0151 is
merely tentative, we allow the redshift to vary. The
resulting best fits are shown in Figures 6. In both
cases, the model performs very well and demonstrates
that these weak line quasars can be described by a
continuum-only model. The best-fit parameters for both
quasars are listed in Table 2. The best-fit relative slopes
(∆β) both result in a much steeper intrinsic quasar tem-
plate needed to fit the data, however, these values of ∆β
are heavily degenerate with the shape parameter of the
extinction curve, RV , and should be considered indica-
tive only. We also caution the reader, that while the
continuum-only model seems to provide a good descrip-
tion of the data, the template by Richards et al. (2006)
was compiled from a sample of regular Type-1 quasars
and hence might not capture the nature of this type of
weak line quasars adequately.
4 We use the Python code emcee written by Foreman-Mackey
et al. (2013)
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Figure 5. Reddening curves for two quasars: eHAQ1244+0841 (left) and eHAQ1340+1458 (right) shown in the rest-frame of
the quasars. The spectral data are shown as grey lines with errorbars and the broad-band photometry is shown as yellow
squares. Since we do not know the intrinsic brightness of the quasar, the data have been normalized, arbitrarily, to the K-band.
The data thus only indicate the relative reddening and not the total extinction. The blue curves show two dust models with
varying amounts of reddening to best match the data; however, it is clear that they do not match the curvature of the data. For
comparison, we highlight the shape of the reddening curve inferred from the broad-band photometry by a spline interpolation
(shown in red). The prominent curvature around λ−1 = 3.5 µm−1 gives rise to the so-called 3000 Å break in the observed
spectra reddened by this type of extinction.
Table 2. SED modeling of weak line quasars
Target z ∆βa A(V ) RV log(s)b
eHAQ0839+0556 1.49 −0.88± 0.09 0.64± 0.10 2.04± 0.25 −0.75± 0.04
eHAQ1340+0151 1.82± 0.11 −0.49± 0.11 0.85± 0.11 2.66± 0.28 −0.82± 0.05
aOffset in power-law index relative to the intrinsic quasar template. For ∆β < 0, the resulting
template spectrum is steeper.
bThe nuisance parameter, s, is an arbitrary scale factor in order to match the template to the
absolute flux scale of the data.
4.2. Stellar Contaminants
The stellar spectra are easily recognizable, except for
a few cases (see below). We classify the stellar spectra
using an automated algorithm that fits a library of stel-
lar templates (Pickles 1998) to the spectra. The best-fit
spectral type for each target is given in Appendix B.
The individual stellar spectra and the broad-band pho-
tometry are also shown in Appendix B.
For one target (‘eHAQ1132+1243’) the classification
is rather uncertain, due to the lack of strong spectral fea-
tures. The target is classified as a metal-rich K4 giant.
An alternative explanation could be that the target is a
quasar at redshift z = 2.26 with no strong emission lines.
This is roughly consistent with the photometric redshift
from quasar template fitting: zphot = 3.6 ± 0.9. More-
over, the quasar template from Richards et al. (2006)
provides a better fit to the WISE photometry, and the
quasar nature would more easily explain the apparent
jump between the SDSS and UKIDSS photometry as
intrinsic variability between the different epochs of ob-
servation in the two surveys. However, more data is
needed to securely identify this target.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, we note that all the stellar
contaminants have J − K < 0, except for the two tar-
gets classified as K giants, including the just mentioned
insecure identification.
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Figure 6. Spectral energy distribution of the weak line quasar eHAQ0839+0556 (left) and the target, eHAQ1340+0151, tenta-
tively identified as a weak line quasar (right). Broad-band photometric data are shown as black squares with errorbars. The
best-fit model is shown by the red curve surrounded by the 1 and 3 σ confidence intervals shown by dark and light red shaded
areas, respectively.
5. DISCUSSION
In this work, we present the results of a new spec-
troscopic survey, the eHAQ survey, targeting reddened
quasars with the aim of finding dust-rich absorption sys-
tems. By selecting point sources from a cross-matched
catalog of SDSS, UKIDSS and WISE, we have compiled
a sample of 1073 quasar candidates based on their MIR
properties. Motivated by results from the previous HAQ
survey (Paper II) that did not include WISE-based se-
lection, we incorporate a criterion to remove low-redshift
quasars from our sample. As seen in Fig. 4, the redshift
distribution is efficiently truncated for z < 1.5 compared
to the distribution of redshifts from Paper II.
Of the 108 targets that we observed, we identify 100
quasars and 8 stars. However, all (except one) of these
8 stars were observed in the first observing run after
which we added a criterion to remove stellar contami-
nation (J − K > −0.05 for quasars, see Sect. 2). Af-
ter correcting the sample for stellar contamination we
are able to remove 6 of the 8 stars while retaining all
the quasars. We therefore have an efficiency of 98% for
selecting quasars. Applying the correction for stellar
contamination to the parent sample of 1073 candidates
yields 880 high-confidence candidate quasars, of which
232 (26%) are already observed by the SDSS and BOSS
surveys.
5.1. Peculiar Quasar Properties
Similar to our previous surveys presented in Paper I
and II, we observe cases where previously parametrized
extinction curves (Gordon et al. 2003; Zafar et al. 2015)
do not reproduce the observed reddening (see also Hall
et al. 2002; Meusinger et al. 2016). In this work, we iden-
tify 14 such cases (Sect. 4.1.2). We illustrate the relative
reddening inferred from the data in two cases, and we
compare two known reddening laws to the data. While
both reddening laws can be made to match the data for
a small wavelength range, neither of them can repro-
duce the full SED. We therefore conclude that not only
is the needed reddening law steeper than SMC [which
merely results in a lower absolute extinction A(V)], but
the curvature must also be altered in order to repro-
duce the apparent breaks in the observed spectra around
λrest ≈ 3000 Å (x ≡ 1/λ ≈ 3.5 µm−1; Fig. 5) – the so-
called ‘3 000 Å break’ (Meusinger et al. 2016).
Some part of the mismatch might be ascribed to differ-
ences between the assumed template spectrum and the
actual intrinsic nature of the quasars in question, e.g., a
different slope of the underlying power-law of the quasar
spectrum. However, a change in the quasar power-law
slope would not significantly change the curvature but
only the slope of the inferred reddening laws. Simi-
larly, a significant change in the broad emission lines
or broad absorption features would show up as strong
wiggles in the observed reddening curves instead of the
smooth curve that we observe. The small features ob-
served around x ≈ 5 µm−1 and x ≈ 6 µm−1 in Fig. 5 are
indeed due to variations in the emission around C III and
C IV, but they are very weak and within the expected
variance in these regions (see discussion by Selsing et al.
2016).
Instead, the change in curvature of the reddening law
most likely reflects changes in the dust grain properties
in the quasars. Such changes could be due to differences
in the grain composition or due to a different grain-
size distribution. Particularly, a lack of larger grains
(typically 0.3 µm and larger) leads to steeper and more
curved extinction curves (Draine & Lee 1984; Draine
2003). This can be caused by dust destruction or inhib-
ited grain growth, both are viable explanations in the
harsh quasar environments. However, it is then puzzling
why we do not observe this type of extinction towards
every quasar, as also noted by Leighly et al. (2014). One
explanation for this might be that low amounts of red-
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dening effectively masks the curvature (i.e., the noise
drowns the shape of the reddening over the full SED).
This is especially the case when only a short wavelength
range is available. However, as discussed in Goobar
(2008) and Leighly et al. (2014), the extinction curve
also depends critically on the assumed geometry. Since
the dust in the quasar environment is hardly a uniform
screen (but more likely distributed all around the central
emitting region), the extinction curve can vary signifi-
cantly due to multiple scattering as the photons propa-
gate through the dusty medium.
Another explanation for the lack of observed curved
reddening laws could be due to a clumpy distribution
of dust in the surrounding environment where dusty
clouds move in and out of the line-of-sight (Leighly et al.
2015; Netzer 2015). This may explain why this type of
dust is generally seen towards highly reddened quasars
with large amounts of absorption and not for the regular
quasar population, for which little dust is obscuring the
view to central region.
The sample presented by Meusinger et al. (2016) con-
sists of 23 quasars (out of several hundred thousand
quasar spectra in SDSS and BOSS) that exhibit the
strange 3 000 Å break similar to the strange targets iden-
tified in this work, see Fig. 5. For comparison, we iden-
tify 6 such quasars in our sample of only 100 quasars
(when following broadly the same classification criteria
for their group A). Moreover, the authors find that the
peculiar quasars have a much higher fraction of radio de-
tections (fradio = 74 %) than the overall SDSS+BOSS
sample (fradio ∼ 8 % [8307/98544]; Baloković et al.
2012). Meusinger et al. argue that this is most prob-
ably due to a selection bias, since quasars in this part
of color- and redshift-space are more frequently targeted
for spectroscopic observations based on preexisting ra-
dio detections. We observe no radio detections among
the six quasars from our survey; hence consistent with
the overall fradio from SDSS+BOSS.
We inspect the number of targets with radio detec-
tions in our candidate sample and find fradio = 10± 1%
(83 out of 880) in our photometric sample. In our spec-
troscopic sample of 100 quasars, we find a total of 7
quasars with radio detections (6 from FIRST and 1 from
NVSS). The fraction of radio detections for the sample
presented here is thus fully consistent with the over-
all fradio for quasars in SDSS+BOSS. When comparing
this to the SDSS+BOSS spectroscopic overlap of our
candidates, we observe a much higher fraction of radio
detections: 25 ± 3 % of SDSS+BOSS quasars in our
candidate sample (57/232) are detected in FIRST. This
demonstrates that the SDSS+BOSS sample of quasars,
in this part of color-space, is biased towards radio-bright
quasars. It is therefore likely that the high fraction of
radio detections observed for the 3 000 Å break quasars
in Meusinger et al. (2016) is due to this selection arte-
fact and not due to some intrinsic difference in the radio
properties of these peculiar quasars. This is further sup-
ported by the fact that we observe no enhanced radio
detection rate for the six quasars with 3000 Å breaks
relative to the parent eHAQ quasars.
While the quasars in our survey are not selected to
provide a complete census of the quasar population (we
select based on optical properties to look for intervening
dust), the spectroscopically identified quasars presented
in this survey still provide important observations of the
quasar population which is otherwise sparsely sampled
in SDSS and BOSS.
5.2. Implications for Quasar Selection
With the advance in recent quasar selection algo-
rithms (e.g., Richards et al. 2015; Peters et al. 2015),
new surveys (e.g., eBOSS and LSST) will target the pop-
ulation of red quasars in ever greater detail. Neverthe-
less, the lack of spectroscopically confirmed high-redshift
quasars still limits our ability to model and predict
the appearance of quasars. We illustrate this by com-
paring our sample of quasar candidates (with a purity
of around 98%) to the photometric study by Richards
et al. (2015). We cross-match our sample of 880 high-
confidence quasars with the photometrically classified
quasar catalog of Richards et al. (2015). The matching is
performed on the coordinates within a matching-radius
of 1 arcsec. Out of 880 eHAQ target candidates, a total
of 504 (57%) are recovered in the catalog of Richards
et al. (2015). However, this includes 232 quasars from
BOSS which made part of the learning sample for their
algorithm. Excluding those already known quasars, we
obtain a total of 305 matches out of 648 candidates with
no pre-existing spectra. So, Richards et al. recover 47%
of our candidates. This is also observed in the spectro-
scopic sample of 100 quasars identified in this work, 47
are recovered in the Richards et al. catalog.
We can compare the number of eHAQ quasars to the
total number of quasars selected by Richards et al. in
the same area of the sky. We do this by selecting only
quasars from the catalog of Richards et al. for which
UKIDSS photometry is available, since the smaller ex-
tent of the UKIDSS footprint (compared to SDSS and
WISE) sets the limit for the available survey area in
both studies5. In order to make a fair comparison, we
only consider targets with JAB < 19 mag (as this makes
up the homogenous set of our sample). Moreover, since
we reject low-redshift candidates (z < 1.5) from eHAQ,
we require a similar cut in the photometric redshifts de-
5 We remind the reader that we restrict our selection to decli-
nations between −4◦ and +17◦, see Sect. 2.
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rived by Richards et al. (2015). For this purpose, we
use the ‘zphotbestjhk’ estimate from Richards et al.
and impose a conservative redshift limit of zphot > 1.
Using Table 2 of Richards et al., this yields a total num-
ber of 14,641 quasars. Restricting the eHAQ sample
to JAB < 19 mag yields 588 quasars (4% of the total
number), of which Richards et al. recover about half,
i.e., ∼2% of quasars are not identified in the photomet-
ric catalog of Richards et al. (2015) down to a limit of
JAB < 19 mag. However, this fraction might be even
larger due to the fact that the eHAQ sample is limited
by the inclusion of the shallower bands 3 and 4 from
WISE, whereas Richards et al. utilize the deeper All-
WISE data for bands 1 and 2 only.
We note that the selection functions of both stud-
ies rely on optical and MIR data, however, we include
additional NIR data from UKIDSS, which Richards
et al. only use for the estimates of photometric red-
shifts. Much of the difference in candidate selection
will therefore be due to the inclusion of NIR data, since
most of our ability to separate stars and quasars comes
from the J − K color cut, especially for targets with
W1 −W2 < 1 mag.
Other classification methods involving astrometric
data (Koo, Kron, & Cudworth 1986; Heintz, Fynbo, &
Høg 2015) and time variability data (e.g., Koo et al.
1986; Schmidt et al. 2010; Butler & Bloom 2011; Gra-
ham et al. 2014) will also provide important constraints,
although very large temporal baselines are needed to se-
lect high-redshift quasars through variability, due to the
stretching of observed time-scales in an expanding uni-
verse. Therefore, in order to push quasar classification
to higher completeness (particularly at high redshift)
deep NIR large-sky surveys will be of great importance.
Selecting quasars in these new ways will expand the pop-
ulation of quasars dramatically, however, spectroscopic
confirmation of the candidates is still very time con-
suming, and exploratory surveys like our HAQ survey
(Paper I and II) and others (Maddox et al. 2008, 2012;
Glikman et al. 2006, 2007, 2012, 2013; Banerji et al.
2013; Hainline et al. 2014) provide important sampling
of the parameter space for the advanced classification
algorithms.
5.3. Dusty Absorption Systems
Only two absorbers are detected in Lyα both of which
are consistent with having logNHi > 20.3 but due to
the poor spectral quality it is not possible to determine
their column densities precisely. The amount of red-
dening inferred from the spectral fit for these two Lyα
absorbers (eHAQ0930+0148 and eHAQ2359+1354) is
A(V) = 0.24 and A(V) = 0.09, respectively. Nonethe-
less, we find no strong evidence for the dust reddening
being caused by the absorbers. Thus, we conclude that
no dusty DLAs are observed in this survey. However,
due to the large fraction of BAL quasars, only 50 (out
of a total of 100) quasars are not heavily absorbed by
BAL features, which hampers the detection of interven-
ing absorption lines. Of these 50, only 28 are at suffi-
ciently high redshift to detect Lyα (zabs > 1.8). Thus
the sample size is too small to draw firm conclusions
about the incidence rate of dusty DLAs in this part of
color-space.
We do however detect two absorption systems with
evidence for the 2175Å dust feature. One of these is at
too low redshift for us to detect Lyα, and for the other
absorber, the Lyα line falls right at the edge of the spec-
trum where the noise is very high. We are therefore not
able to securely say anything about the column density
of H I for these absorption systems.
For the remaining absorption systems, we do not see
any clear evidence for the dust being in the absorber,
i.e., we do not see any significant evidence for the 2175 Å
bump in the rest-frame of the absorption systems; Nev-
ertheless, this cannot be completely ruled out with the
current data, since SMC-type extinction in the absorber
would be impossible to distinguish from SMC-type dust
in the quasar with the limited data available here (e.g.,
Krogager et al. 2016).
The non-detection of dusty DLAs in our sample shows
that these are rare and do not make up a significant
part of the population in terms of the incidence rate
of neutral hydrogen. However, their importance for
studies of cold gas and molecules at high redshift (e.g.,
Noterdaeme et al. 2007b; Srianand et al. 2008; Ledoux
et al. 2015; Krogager et al. 2016) still needs to be
quantified with larger samples in order to be conclusive.
These cold absorbers hold crucial information about
the H I-to-H2 transition and the interplay between dust
and gas-phase chemistry (Noterdaeme et al. 2015a,
2016). With more and more complex quasar selection
methods, using various wavelength baselines correlated
with astrometric and temporal-variability data, the
discovery of dusty and reddened intervening absorbers
will be more frequent due to a more complete parent
quasar sample.
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Table A1. Observing log.
Target R.A. (J 2000) Decl. (J 2000) JAB Exp. Time Prog. IDa Notes
(mag) (s)
eHAQ0001+0431 00 01 042.85 +04 31 39.05 18.16 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0007+1445 00 07 042.10 +14 45 28.63 17.93 2× 900 P51-802
eHAQ0019+0657 00 19 057.28 +06 57 45.92 18.31 2× 900 P51-802
eHAQ0026+0708 00 26 011.40 +07 08 41.32 18.08 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0044+1321 00 44 056.43 +13 21 48.46 17.96 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0102+1159 01 02 052.91 +11 59 48.40 18.51 1× 900 P51-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ0104+0756 01 04 017.06 +07 56 35.20 17.65 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0104+0912 01 04 011.72 +09 12 38.49 18.38 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0104+1506 01 04 041.53 +15 06 26.40 17.91 2× 1000 INT-C165 Isaac Newton Telescope
eHAQ0109+0435 01 09 011.23 +04 35 44.22 17.65 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ0111+0641 01 11 034.71 +06 41 19.22 18.57 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ0113+0804 01 13 055.39 +08 04 25.68 17.30 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0121+1028 01 21 034.45 +10 28 34.18 19.28 2× 1200 P51-014
eHAQ0129+0638 01 29 050.61 +06 38 46.00 18.02 2× 1300 P51-014
eHAQ0129+1039 01 29 018.99 +10 39 43.16 19.07 2× 1200 P51-014
eHAQ0138+0742 01 38 014.45 +07 42 35.49 18.35 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0142+0257 01 42 006.88 +02 57 13.06 16.68 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0147+0411 01 47 032.03 +04 11 13.41 17.42 2× 700 INT-C165 Isaac Newton Telescope
eHAQ0147+1549 01 47 016.89 +15 49 43.99 17.20 2× 700 P51-014
eHAQ0157+1321 01 57 001.54 +13 21 18.83 17.89 2× 1200 INT-C165 Isaac Newton Telescope
eHAQ0216+0426 02 16 043.27 +04 26 28.75 18.81 2× 1200 P51-014
eHAQ0227+0521 02 27 057.93 +05 21 41.88 18.40 1× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0300+0440 03 00 002.47 +04 40 04.89 18.54 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0321+0523 03 21 052.20 +05 23 37.40 17.91 1× 900 P51-014 BOSS overlap
eHAQ0347+0348 03 47 034.17 +03 48 36.88 18.41 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ0828+0313 08 28 013.98 +03 13 54.35 17.21 3× 200 P50-802
eHAQ0835+0127 08 35 015.82 +01 27 31.42 18.00 3× 600 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ0835+0830 08 35 042.19 +08 30 10.37 16.75 3× 200 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ0839+0556 08 39 002.87 +05 56 27.77 18.03 3× 500 P50-802
eHAQ0852+0204 08 52 003.84 +02 04 37.79 18.41 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ0856+0643 08 56 028.31 +06 43 54.18 18.67 3× 900 P50-802
eHAQ0913+0910 09 13 004.43 +09 10 44.24 17.59 3× 250 P50-802
eHAQ0915+0115 09 15 035.57 +01 15 15.43 17.38 3× 400 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ0919+0843 09 19 007.11 +08 43 05.04 18.38 1× 900 P52-017
eHAQ0921+0149 09 21 042.04 +01 49 59.75 17.70 3× 900 P50-802
eHAQ0923+0520 09 23 045.76 +05 20 26.41 17.79 3× 600 P50-802
eHAQ0927−0233 09 27 040.04 −02 33 47.47 18.95 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ0930+0148 09 30 045.09 +01 48 46.69 18.69 3× 900 P52-017
Table A1 continued
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Table A1 (continued)
Target R.A. (J 2000) Decl. (J 2000) JAB Exp. Time Prog. IDa Notes
(mag) (s)
eHAQ0940+0532 09 40 051.36 +05 32 13.29 17.67 3× 500 P50-802
eHAQ0943+0954 09 43 049.65 +09 54 00.93 17.88 3× 600 P50-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ0943+1300 09 43 032.99 +13 00 55.74 17.91 3× 600 P52-017
eHAQ0949+1207 09 49 046.98 +12 07 56.16 18.53 2× 600 P52-017
eHAQ0950+0440 09 50 004.09 +04 40 40.35 18.60 3× 600 P52-017
eHAQ0952+0835 09 52 002.99 +08 35 55.84 18.12 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1002+0406 10 02 051.28 +04 06 53.95 16.42 3× 400 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ1005+0602 10 05 001.82 +06 02 19.88 18.41 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1010+1158 10 10 054.03 +11 58 05.70 18.10 3× 600 P50-802
eHAQ1025+1324 10 25 018.62 +13 24 12.05 17.53 3× 500 P50-802
eHAQ1026−0241 10 26 000.91 −02 41 17.08 18.34 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1030+1040 10 30 032.55 +10 40 51.34 17.25 3× 200 P50-802
eHAQ1106+0844 11 06 035.85 +08 44 02.35 18.44 3× 900 P50-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ1109+0135 11 09 002.31 +01 35 38.81 16.62 3× 400 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ1109+1058 11 09 024.83 +10 58 25.43 18.82 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1111+0151 11 11 037.69 +01 51 47.27 17.07 3× 360 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ1119+1430 11 19 039.72 +14 30 00.76 18.43 3× 600 P52-017
eHAQ1120+0812 11 20 003.66 +08 12 12.02 15.57 3× 100 P52-017
eHAQ1132+1243 11 32 007.19 +12 43 42.09 17.32 3× 600 P50-802
eHAQ1136+0027 11 36 044.12 +00 27 00.30 18.12 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1144+0902 11 44 045.44 +09 02 26.70 17.92 3× 600 P50-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ1202+0423 12 02 004.85 +04 23 41.00 18.57 2× 600 P52-017
eHAQ1203+0652 12 03 036.93 +06 52 34.47 18.91 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1203+1118 12 03 033.96 +11 18 26.02 18.00 3× 900 P50-802
eHAQ1210+1429 12 10 020.99 +14 29 58.53 16.10 3× 200 P50-802
eHAQ1222+0826 12 22 014.97 +08 26 10.15 18.69 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1226−0236 12 26 055.31 −02 36 57.90 18.63 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1237+1233 12 37 026.47 +12 33 50.23 18.71 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1244+0841 12 44 018.82 +08 41 36.10 18.32 3× 800 P50-802
eHAQ1252+0842 12 52 057.73 +08 42 06.06 17.93 3× 600 P50-802
eHAQ1312+1431 13 12 014.18 +14 31 11.28 18.53 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1326+1317 13 26 024.77 +13 17 27.52 17.64 6× 300 P50-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ1331+1304 13 31 029.90 +13 04 20.90 17.11 3× 600 P50-802 J −K < −0.05
eHAQ1340+0151 13 40 044.56 +01 51 41.44 18.16 4× 300 P52-017
eHAQ1340+1458 13 40 053.91 +14 58 53.81 17.80 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1346+0114 13 46 032.37 +01 14 08.38 18.27 3× 900 P50-802
eHAQ1357−0051 13 57 030.57 −00 51 41.09 16.60 3× 300 P52-017
eHAQ1400+0720 14 00 039.19 +07 20 11.99 18.38 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1447+0521 14 47 021.61 +05 21 41.70 18.54 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1450+1002 14 50 043.69 +10 02 38.79 18.38 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1455+0705 14 55 010.53 +07 05 25.50 16.39 3× 200 P50-802
eHAQ1514−0002 15 14 001.87 −00 02 59.66 18.31 3× 600 P52-017
Table A1 continued
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Table A1 (continued)
Target R.A. (J 2000) Decl. (J 2000) JAB Exp. Time Prog. IDa Notes
(mag) (s)
eHAQ1525+0155 15 25 055.01 +01 55 13.54 18.25 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1528+0546 15 28 053.64 +05 46 57.42 17.99 6× 360 P50-802 BOSS overlap
eHAQ1539+0351 15 39 035.25 +03 51 25.57 17.00 3× 360 P50-802
eHAQ1543+0447 15 43 027.29 +04 47 17.75 17.96 2× 900 P52-017
eHAQ1549+0501 15 49 036.57 +05 01 28.04 18.11 3× 900 P52-017
eHAQ2209+0304 22 09 020.36 +03 04 36.02 18.24 2× 900 P51-802
eHAQ2235+0635 22 35 012.40 +06 35 45.49 18.11 2× 400 P51-014
eHAQ2236+0731 22 36 009.38 +07 31 08.20 19.08 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ2247+0922 22 47 009.08 +09 22 33.46 18.46 2× 900 P51-802
eHAQ2255+1213 22 55 058.75 +12 13 10.91 18.73 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ2256+0531 22 56 043.90 +05 31 15.07 18.65 2× 1500 P51-014
eHAQ2258+0251 22 58 043.01 +02 51 07.21 19.42 2× 1500 P51-014
eHAQ2259+0208 22 59 055.76 +02 08 25.39 18.10 2× 400 P51-014
eHAQ2259+0256 22 59 020.36 +02 56 43.76 17.80 2× 600 P51-014
eHAQ2259+0736 22 59 017.85 +07 36 33.47 18.30 2× 1000 P51-802
eHAQ2301+0752 23 01 059.41 +07 52 38.95 18.78 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ2303+0747 23 03 000.30 +07 47 36.78 18.34 2× 1080 INT-C165 Isaac Newton Telescope
eHAQ2309+1159 23 09 014.78 +11 59 55.99 18.25 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ2310+0447 23 10 043.96 +04 47 46.77 18.94 2× 900 P51-802
eHAQ2313+1259 23 13 024.39 +12 59 39.01 18.32 2× 900 P51-014
eHAQ2314+0552 23 14 053.38 +05 52 33.11 18.95 2× 1000 P51-014
eHAQ2316+0651 23 16 007.06 +06 51 45.09 18.90 2× 1000 P51-014
eHAQ2321+1107 23 21 051.29 +11 07 20.67 17.01 2× 300 P51-014
eHAQ2321+1121 23 21 052.27 +11 21 28.50 19.11 2× 1000 P51-014
eHAQ2334+1519 23 34 021.51 +15 19 47.56 18.60 2× 1200 P51-014
eHAQ2344+1416 23 44 051.94 +14 16 40.46 17.59 2× 500 P51-014
eHAQ2358+1030 23 58 040.47 +10 30 39.94 18.28 2× 1200 P51-014
eHAQ2359+1354 23 59 016.50 +13 54 43.35 18.92 2× 800 P51-802 Grism #6, BOSS overlap
aObserving programme identifier. If nothing else is stated, the observations were carried out at the Nordic Optical
Telescope.
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Table A2. Quasar Classification
Target z A(V) Classification
(mag)
eHAQ0001+0431 1.96 0.52± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0007+1445 1.37 0.68± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0019+0657 3.37 0.17± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0026+0708 1.78 0.50± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0044+1321a 1.70 0.16± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0102+1159 4.25 0.15± 0.03 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0104+0756a 2.21 0.47± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0104+0912 2.01 0.22± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0104+1506a 1.42 0.3–0.6 Quasar
eHAQ0109+0435 3.47 0.20± 0.05 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0111+0641 3.23 0.17± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0113+0804 1.97 0.60± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0121+1028 2.10 0.63± 0.03 Quasar
eHAQ0129+0638 2.40 0.52± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0129+1039 0.57 1.23± 0.02 Weak line quasar
eHAQ0138+0742 3.21 0.14± 0.03 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0142+0257a 2.30 0.38± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0147+0411 1.77 0.37± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0147+1549 – – BL Lacertae Object
eHAQ0157+1321 1.73 0.44± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ0216+0426 1.58 0.60± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0227+0521 2.68 0.14± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0300+0440a 1.88 0.30± 0.01b Quasar
eHAQ0321+0523 2.97 0.20± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0347+0348 1.85 0.19± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0828+0313a 1.99 0–0.27 Weak line quasar
eHAQ0835+0127 3.30 0.14± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0839+0556a 1.49 0.64± 0.10b Weak line quasar
eHAQ0852+0204 2.20 0.58± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0856+0643a 2.49 0–0.44 Quasar
eHAQ0913+0910a 1.95 0.00± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0919+0843 2.43 0.35± 0.05 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0921+0149 0.99 1.06± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0923+0520 3.39 0.12± 0.06 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0927−0233 1.24 0.72± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ0930+0148 2.95 0.24± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ0940+0532 2.32 0.19± 0.05 Weak line quasar
eHAQ0943+0954 4.18 0.00± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0943+1300a 2.68 0.18± 0.11 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0949+1207 3.36 0.03± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
Table A2 continued
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Table A2 (continued)
Target z A(V) Classification
(mag)
eHAQ0950+0440a 2.30 0–0.53 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ0952+0835 1.86 0.64± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1005+0602 2.57 0.35± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1010+1158a 2.24 0–0.40 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1025+1324a 2.57 0.15–0.78 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1026−0241 3.23 0.24± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1030+1040a 1.58 0–0.50 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1106+0844 1.86 0.37± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1109+1058 1.90 0.43± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1119+1430 1.88 0.31± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1136+0027 1.12 0.95± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ1144+0902 1.78 0.33± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1202+0423 2.32 0.02± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1203+0652 2.40 0.26± 0.03 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1203+1118 3.62 0.15± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1210+1429a 1.48 0.36–1.10 Weak line quasar
eHAQ1222+0826 2.90 0.22± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1226−0236 1.25 0.77± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1237+1233a 2.31 0.12± 0.03 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1244+0841a 1.87 0.25–0.45 Quasar
eHAQ1252+0842 3.53 0.07± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1312+1431 1.64 0.51± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1326+1317a 2.00 0.00± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1340+1458a 1.73 0.3–0.61 Quasar
eHAQ1340+0151a 1.94 0–0.94 Tentative identification; no spectral features
eHAQ1346+0114a 1.73 0.3–1.10 Quasar
eHAQ1357−0051 1.80 0.71± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1400+0720 2.40 0.38± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1447+0521 2.35 0.51± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1450+1002 1.58 0.36± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1455+0705 1.90 0.52± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1514−0002a 1.70 0.00± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1525+0155 1.62 0.74± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1528+0546 2.12 0.38± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1539+0351 1.63 0.29± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ1543+0447 2.05 0.71± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ1549+0501 1.46 0.74± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2209+0304a 2.33 0.35± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2235+0635 1.13 0.81± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2236+0731 1.72 0.26± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2247+0922 1.63 0.56± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ2255+1213 2.05 0.14± 0.01 Quasar
Table A2 continued
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Table A2 (continued)
Target z A(V) Classification
(mag)
eHAQ2256+0531a 1.35 0.88± 0.03 Quasar
eHAQ2258+0251 2.43 0.40± 0.03 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2259+0208 2.05 0.36± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2259+0256 1.83 0.59± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2259+0736 0.78 1.23± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ2301+0752 2.62 0.27± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2303+0747 1.31 0.57± 0.04 Quasar
eHAQ2309+1159 2.00 0.54± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2310+0447 1.42 0.42± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2313+1259 2.11 0.57± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2314+0552 2.03 0.27± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2316+0651 1.37 0.53± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2321+1107 1.56 0.54± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2321+1121 2.18 0.37± 0.01 Quasar
eHAQ2334+1519 2.23 0.55± 0.01 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2344+1416 2.52 0.41± 0.02 Broad absorption line quasar
eHAQ2358+1030a 2.05 1.03± 0.02 Quasar
eHAQ2359+1354 2.79 0.13± 0.03c Quasar
aTarget is classified as ‘peculiar’ quasar, see text.
bAssuming extinction curve from Zafar et al. (2015).
cDetermined from the BOSS spectrum.
Note—Uncertainties given on A(V) are only statistical errors from the fit.
Where we give a range in A(V), the first and last numbers indicate the amount of reddening
inferred from the near-infrared and optical data, respectively.
The classification of broad absorption lines is done by eye and does not follow a rigorous
scheme.
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B. STELLAR CONTAMINANTS
The individual spectral classifications of stellar contaminants are given in Table B3. Their spectra and broad-band
photometry are shown in Fig. B1.
Table B3. Stellar Classification
Target Spectral Type
eHAQ0835+0830 K4 v
eHAQ0915+0115 K5 v
eHAQ1002+0406 M2 v
eHAQ1109+0135 M2 v
eHAQ1111+0151 K7 v
eHAQ1120+0812 K5 iii
eHAQ1132+1243 K4 iii (metal-rich); tentative
eHAQ1331+1304 M1 v
Note—The spectral types have been determined from
a template matching algorithm.
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Figure B1. Spectra of the objects classified as stars. The red line shows the best-fit stellar template. The spectral type is
indicated in the upper right corner of each panel.
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Figure B1. (Continued.) The bottom row (panels g and h) shows targets with J −K > −0.05 mag.
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C. INDIVIDUAL FITS FOR DUST IN INTERVENING ABSORBERS
In Fig. C1, the spectra and broad-band photometry are shown together with the best-fit dust models for the four cases
where an intervening system has been identified statistically. The best-fit parameters are summarized in Table C4.
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Figure C1. Statistically identified intervening absorption systems with 2175 Å dust bump. The upper row [panels (a) and (b)]
shows the cases where an absorption line system has been identified with a spectroscopic redshift consistent with the best-fit
zabs. No absorption line systems with a corresponding spectroscopic redshift to zabs have been identified for the cases in the
lower row [panels (c) and (d)]. The observed spectrum is shown as a solid black curve. The filled squares indicate the SDSS
and UKIDSS photometric data points. In the upper right corner we provide the estimated emission redshift, z, the amount of
(SMC-type) extinction in the quasar’s rest-frame, A(V)QSO, the best-fit absorption redshift, zabs, and amount of (LMC-type)
extinction in the absorber’s rest-frame, A(V)abs. The grey curve shows the quasar template at the estimated redshift of the
quasar. The red template shows the best-fit dust model with an intervening dusty absorber at zabs. For comparison, the blue
template indicates the best-fit dust model assuming that all dust is in the quasar. Note that the spectra have not been corrected
for telluric absorption (marked with a grey band at ∼ 7600 Å).
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Table C4. Fit Parameters for Intervening Dust Models
Target zQSO A(V)QSO zabs A(V)abs L(a) PKS(b) p(c)
eHAQ0104+09 2.01 0.16± 0.01 1.52± 0.03 0.20± 0.02 92.0 0.20 1.1× 10−20
eHAQ0111+06 3.23 0.15± 0.02 2.04± 0.09 0.21± 0.04 91.1 0.12 1.7× 10−20
eHAQ0321+05 2.97 0.16± 0.01 2.02± 0.02 0.23± 0.02 89.3 0.24 4.1× 10−20
eHAQ1455+07 1.90 0.23± 0.02 1.22± 0.02 0.42± 0.03 152.2 0.17 8.9× 10−34
a The logarithm of the likelihood ratio of the maximum likelihood of the null model, Λ0, and of the
general model, ΛG; L = −2 ln(Λ0/ΛG).
b P -value from a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of the normalized residuals from the best-fit general model.
c The chance probability of the observed increase in likelihood given the two extra free parameters in the
general model.
Note—The ‘null model’ refers to the model with only dust in the quasar (i.e., zabs = 0 and A(V)abs = 0).
The ‘general model’ refers to the model where both dust in the quasar and in the absorber are fitted
simultaneously (i.e., with variable A(V)QSO, zabs, and A(V)abs). For details, see Sect. 4.1.1 by Krogager
et al. (2015). The general model is accepted when the following conditions are met: L > 28.75 (5σ
threshold) and PKS > 0.10.
D. NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS
D.1. eHAQ0001+0431 (z = 1.96)
This is a reddened quasar with weak but broad absorption blueward of C III].
D.2. eHAQ0007+1445 (z = 1.37)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption at the redshift of the quasar and broad absorption
blueward of C III] and Mg II with varying relative velocity offsets.
D.3. eHAQ0019+0657 (z = 3.37)
This is a reddened quasar with an intervening Mg II absorption system at zabs = 1.672.
D.4. eHAQ0026+0708 (z = 1.78)
This is a reddened quasar with weak absorption around C IV.
D.5. eHAQ0044+1321 (z = 1.70)
This is a highly absorbed BAL quasar with weak emission lines. Due to the large amount of intrinsic absorption,
the template is a very poor match to the observed optical spectrum. The reddening is inferred from the infrared
photometry only.
D.6. eHAQ0102+1159 (z = 4.25)
This is a quasar with broad absorption blueward of Si IV. The Lyman-break from the associated absorption at the
redshift of the quasar is observed around λobs ≈ 4800 Å.
D.7. eHAQ0104+0756 (z = 2.21)
This is a FeLoBAL quasar. The reddening is roughly estimated from the photometry. However, due to the high
level of absorption, it is impossible to determine the intrinsic continuum level.
D.8. eHAQ0104+0912 (z = 2.01)
This is a reddened quasar with an intervening Mg II absorption system at zabs = 1.487. There is absorption around
C IV and C III], which is consistent with the presence of the 2175 Å bump at the redshift of the absorber.
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D.9. eHAQ0104+1506 (z = 1.42)
Insecure dust fitting due to flux calibration issues of the INT spectrum. The Mg II is partly absorbed by associated
absorption. The Fe II emission around the Mg II emission line is possibly very strong causing the Mg II line to appear
weaker. The optical data favor a solution with high dust extinction (A(V) ≈ 0.6) whereas the near-infrared data
indicate somewhat lower extinction (A(V) ≈ 0.3). The optical and near-infrared data might be reconciled by a steeper
extinction curve or a steeper intrinsic power-law slope, or a combination of both.
D.10. eHAQ0109+0435 (z = 3.47)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with very weak emission lines and a very complex absorption line structure. The
redshift is determined from absorption lines and from the small emission line around λobs ≈ 4800 Å, which is interpreted
as Lyβ. The absolute flux calibration is insecure due to the scaling to the r-band, which is highly affected by the BAL
features. The reddening is therefore only estimated form the photometry. There is possibly an excess of Fe II emission
causing the observed excess in the z and Y -bands compared to the best-fit template.
D.11. eHAQ0111+0641 (z = 3.23)
This is a reddened quasar with an intervening absorption system at zabs = 2.027 determined from Fe II lines since
Mg II is just outside the spectral coverage.
D.12. eHAQ0113+0804 (z = 1.97)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with associated metal absorption from Fe II and Mg II at z = 1.938. Furthermore,
there is an intervening absorption system at zabs = 1.589.
D.13. eHAQ0121+1028 (z = 2.10)
This is a reddened quasar.
D.14. eHAQ0129+0638 (z = 2.40)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with associated iron absorption.
D.15. eHAQ0129+1039 (z = 0.567)
This is a highly reddened low-redshift AGN with weak broad lines. The infrared excess in the observed H and
K-bands is most likely caused by a combination of host galaxy emission and hot dust.
D.16. eHAQ0138+0742 (z = 3.21)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption. The Lyman-break from the associated absorber is
visible in the blue edge of the spectrum.
D.17. eHAQ0142+0257 (z = 2.30)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption especially in C IV, Si IV, and N V. The strong absorption
around C IV and C III] is possibly caused by absorption of the iron ‘pseudo-continuum’. The object is detected in
both FIRST and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS Condon et al. 1998) at 1.4 GHz.
D.18. eHAQ0147+0411 (z = 1.77)
This is a reddened quasar. Due to possible issues with the flux calibration of the INT spectrum, we have only
estimated reddening from the photometry. The object has a detection by NASA’s Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX)
in the two bands (near-UV and far-UV): NUV = 20.59± 0.10 AB mag and FUV = 20.73± 0.18 AB mag.
D.19. eHAQ0147+1549 (BL Lacertae Object)
There are no spectral features that can hint at a redshift. The object is detected in radio by NVSS at 1.4 GHz,
F1.4 GHz = 17 mJy. Given the optical flux, i = 18.3 mag, this object is classified as radio loud (following Ivezić
et al. 2002). The object exhibits variability between the different epochs of observation; The photometry from SDSS
and UKIDSS seems to be offset with respect to one another, and the spectrum does not seem to match the SDSS
photometry in the u and g bands. These pieces of evidence hint at this object being a BL Lac object. Furthermore,
this object appears in the “Catalog of Candidate γ-ray Blazars” of D’Abrusco et al. (2014).
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D.20. eHAQ0157+1321 (z = 1.73)
This is a reddened quasar. The spectral shape might be influenced by flux calibration issues for the INT spectra. This
object also appears in the KX-catalog of Maddox et al. (2012); however, these authors assign a redshift of z = 0.8524.
This redshift is inconsistent with the data presented here, since we see no evidence of the Hβ and O III emission lines,
which should be observable at the red end of our spectrum at this redshift. Moreover, our template fitting using only
the photometry (excluding the W3 and W4 bands) yields zphot = 1.75± 0.10.
D.21. eHAQ0216+0426 (z = 1.58)
This is a reddened quasar with associated narrow absorption at zabs = 1.550.
D.22. eHAQ0227+0521 (z = 2.68)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.23. eHAQ0300+0440 (z = 1.88)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption. The spectrum and photometry require a steeper
extinction curve than the SMC-like curve from Gordon et al. (2003). We therefore use the extinction curve derived for
similar quasars from Zafar et al. (2015) to obtain a better fit.
D.24. eHAQ0321+0523 (z = 2.97)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The quasar has also been observed in SDSS from which a consistent redshift
(zSDSS = 2.9811) is derived. The quasar also appears in the BALQSO catalog of Allen et al. (2011), and in the catalog
of unusual quasars from Meusinger et al. (2012).
D.25. eHAQ0347+0348 (z = 1.85)
This is a reddened quasar.
D.26. eHAQ0828+0313 (z = 1.99)
This is a weak line quasar with weak BAL features blueward of C IV. We are not able to match the spectrum and
photometry simultaneously. However, we note that the template is not suitable for weak line quasars, since it was
derived for ‘regular’ quasars. The NIR photometry is well matched by quasar template with no dust reddening applied.
The quasar appears in the photometric catalogs of Richards et al. (2004, 2009) who estimate photometric redshifts of
zphot = 0.275 and zphot = 0.225, respectively.
D.27. eHAQ0835+0127 (z = 3.30)
This is a reddened quasar with a tentative detection of a Fe II absorption system at zabs = 1.717, for which the
Mg II line falls directly on top of the telluric A-band.
D.28. eHAQ0835+0830 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: K4 v.
D.29. eHAQ0839+0556 (z = 1.49)
There are no strong emission lines for this object, however, we observe small absorption features that match up with
C IV, C III], and Mg II. This redshift is furthermore consistent with the photometric redshift of zphot = 1.5 ± 0.1.
The overall SED is well-fitted by a continuum template with an intrinsically steep slope with no emission lines and
reddened by a steep extinction curve. See Sect. 4.1.3 for details about the fit.
D.30. eHAQ0852+0204 (z = 2.20)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The object appears in the catalog of photometric quasar candidates from Richards
et al. (2009) who report a photometric redshift of zphot = 4.255.
D.31. eHAQ0856+0643 (z = 2.49)
This is a ‘peculiar’ quasar with narrow associated absorption. The optical spectrum is well described by dust
reddening A(V) = 0.44, however, the infrared photometry requires no reddening. The steeper extinction curve of
Zafar et al. (2015) does not provide a satisfactory solution either.
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D.32. eHAQ0913+0910 (z = 1.95)
This is a FeLoBAL quasar with no apparent reddening due to dust. The large number of blended BAL features in
the observed optical spectrum makes it impossible to identify the quasar continuum. This leads to a strong evident
mismatch between the optical data and the template. The object appears in the catalog of photometric quasar
candidates from Richards et al. (2009) who report a photometric redshift of zphot = 0.225.
D.33. eHAQ0915+0115 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: K5 v.
D.34. eHAQ0919+0843 (z = 2.43)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The redshift is determined from the C III] emission line.
D.35. eHAQ0921+0149 (z = 0.99)
This is a highly reddened quasar with narrow emission lines.
D.36. eHAQ0923+0520 (z = 3.40)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The reddening is determined from fitting the template to the near-infrared pho-
tometry since the intrinsic continuum level is hard to estimate.
D.37. eHAQ0927−0233 (z = 1.24)
This is a reddened quasar possibly with BAL features blueward of C III]. There is a small deficit in the Y and J
bands relative to the best-fit template. This is possibly due to variations in the Fe IIemission around Hβ. The object
appears in the catalog of photometric quasar candidates from Richards et al. (2009) who report a photometric redshift
of zphot = 3.875.
D.38. eHAQ0930+0148 (z = 2.95)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption. We see tentative evidence for a DLA at zDLA = 2.720
which matches with metal absorption lines.
D.39. eHAQ0940+0532 (z = 2.32)
This is a reddened quasar with very weak emission lines and high ionization BAL.
D.40. eHAQ0943+0954 (z = 4.25)
This is a BAL quasar with no evidence for reddening due to dust. The quasar is observed in SDSS with a spectroscopic
redshift of zSDSS = 4.27 and appears in the catalog of BAL quasars (Allen et al. 2011) and unusual quasars (Meusinger
et al. 2012).
D.41. eHAQ0943+1300 (z = 2.68)
This is a highly absorbed BAL quasar with mild reddening and very weak emission lines. The absorption exhibits
various velocity profiles which makes an exact redshift determination difficult. The estimate of reddening is insecure
and only based on the near-infrared photometry.
D.42. eHAQ0949+1207 (z = 3.36)
This is a BAL quasar consistent with no dust reddening.
D.43. eHAQ0950+0440 (z = 2.30)
This is a ‘peculiar’ BAL quasar. The optical spectrum is well described by the quasar template reddened by
A(V) = 0.53, however, the near-infrared photometry does not match neither the reddened or unreddened template.
D.44. eHAQ0952+0835 (z = 1.86)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.45. eHAQ1002+0406 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: M2 v.
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D.46. eHAQ1005+0602 (z = 2.57)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.47. eHAQ1010+1158 (z = 2.24)
This is a ‘peculiar’ BAL quasar. The optical spectrum is well described by the dust reddened quasar template,
however, the near-infrared photometry is consistent with no dust reddening.
D.48. eHAQ1025+1324 (z = 2.57)
This is a ‘peculiar’ BAL quasar. The spectrum is well described by a high amount of reddening (A(V) = 0.78), but
the near-infrared photometry requires less reddening (A(V) = 0.15). We note that the template may not provide a
good description for the optical spectrum, due to the large amount of absorption.
D.49. eHAQ1026−0241 (z = 3.23)
This is a reddened quasar with associated absorption (strongest in C IV, N V and Lyα).
D.50. eHAQ1030+1040 (z = 1.58)
From photometric modelling (using bands from g to W2), we infer a redshift of zphot = 4.2 ± 0.1, consistent with
the estimate from Richards et al. (2009): zphot = 4.215. However, the spectrum reveals that this object is indeed
a FeLoBAL quasar at lower redshift. The near-infrared photometry is consistent with no reddening whereas the
optical spectrum seems to require some reddening, however, the estimated A(V) is highly uncertain due to the strong
absorption of the continuum.
D.51. eHAQ1106+0844 (z = 1.86)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The object is also observed by SDSS with a consistent redshift estimate: zSDSS =
1.8645, and appears in the catalog of unusual quasars by Meusinger et al. (2012).
D.52. eHAQ1109+0135 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: M2 v.
D.53. eHAQ1109+1058 (z = 1.90)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption. We identify a Mg II absorption system at zabs = 1.667.
Richards et al. (2009) estimate a photometric redshift of zphot = 2.735.
D.54. eHAQ1111+0151 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: K7 v.
D.55. eHAQ1119+1430 (z = 1.88)
This is a reddened FeLoBAL quasar with weak emission lines.
D.56. eHAQ1120+0812 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: K5 iii.
D.57. eHAQ1132+1243 (Star?)
The classification of this object is insecure. The best-fit template yields a spectral type of a metal-rich K4 giant.
There is an apparent offset between the SDSS and UKIDSS photometry.
D.58. eHAQ1136+0027 (z = 1.12)
This is a highly reddened quasar with associated absorption. The near-infrared photometry is offset relative to the
optical data. This is possibly caused by intrinsic variability in the quasar. The object appears in the photometric
catalogs of Richards et al. (2004) and Richards et al. (2009) who assign photometric redshifts of zphot = 0.33 and
zphot = 3.89, respectively. The spectroscopic redshift if measured accurately from [O II]λ3727.
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D.59. eHAQ1144+0902 (z = 1.78)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The object is also observed by SDSS at a consistent redshift (zSDSS = 1.7849). The
object appears in the BAL catalog of Allen et al. (2011).
D.60. eHAQ1202+0423 (z = 2.32)
This is a highly absorbed BAL quasar, but we observe no signs of dust reddening.
D.61. eHAQ1203+0652 (z = 2.40)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with weak emission lines.
D.62. eHAQ1203+1118 (z = 3.62)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.63. eHAQ1210+1429 (z = 1.48)
This is a highly reddened quasar with weak emission lines and very strong associated absorption at the quasar redshift
zabs = 1.486. The optical spectrum is well fitted by a high amount of dust (A(V) = 1.1), however, the near-infrared
photometry requires less reddening (A(V) = 0.36; shown as the blue template in the figure). This indicates that the
intrinsic power-law slope of the quasar is steeper than average or that the extinction curve is steeper than SMC.
D.64. eHAQ1222+0826 (z = 2.90)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The near-infrared photometry is slightly offset compared to the optical data. This
is possibly due to intrinsic variability.
D.65. eHAQ1226−0236 (z = 1.25)
This is a reddened ordinary quasar.
D.66. eHAQ1237+1233 (z = 2.31)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with weak emission lines. The optical spectrum is better fitted by a rather high A(V)
whereas a fit to the near-infrared photometry results in a significantly lower amount of reddening: A(V) = 0.12. We
caution the reader that the template does not provide a reasonable description of the optical data, due to the strong
absorption. We therefore only provide the A(V) derived from the near-infrared photometry.
D.67. eHAQ1244+0841 (z = 1.87)
This is a reddened quasar with weak BAL features. We note that the optical spectrum seems to indicate a high
A(V) of 0.45 mag, but this is highly uncertain due to the possible absorption around C IV and C III]. The object
appears in the photometric catalog of Richards et al. (2009) who infer a photometric redshift of zphot = 2.72.
D.68. eHAQ1252+0842 (z = 3.53)
This is a BAL quasar. The overall SED is consistent with a low amount of reddening, which could plausibly be
ascribed to variations in the intrinsic quasar slope.
D.69. eHAQ1312+1431 (z = 1.64)
This is a reddened quasar with weak C IV and C III] lines. There appears to be absorption from Fe II lines. There is
narrow absorption on top of C IV. The object appears in the photometric catalog of Richards et al. (2009) who infer
a photometric redshift of zphot = 3.54.
D.70. eHAQ1326+1317 (z = 2.00)
This is a strongly absorbed BAL quasar. We see no signs of dust reddening. The object is observed by SDSS
(zSDSS = 1.9869) and is included in the BAL catalog of Allen et al. (2011).
D.71. eHAQ1331+1304 (Star)
This is a star of spectral type: M1 v.
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D.72. eHAQ1340+0151 (z = 1.94?)
There are no strong spectral features to securely identify this target. There is a sharp break in the SED after the
z-band. We tentatively identify the emission feature in the blue edge of the spectrum as Lyα at redshift z = 1.94,
which matches with the weak absorption feature in the g-band. The reddening required for this redshift solution is
quite high (A(V) ∼ 1 mag), but does not match the near-infrared photometry. At the same redshift, the near-infrared
photometry requires no reddening. There is no radio detection to aid an classification. The target is marked as a quasar
candidate for the Large sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) survey (Luo et al. 2015);
However, the spectrum observed in LAMOST DR1 shows no flux. The overall SED is fitted well by the continuum
model of Richards et al. (2006) with variable slope and extinction curve. For details, see Sect. 4.1.3.
D.73. eHAQ1340+1458 (z = 1.73)
This is a reddened quasar with weak BAL in C IV and Si IV. There is possibly variations in the iron pseudo continuum
around C III]. The near-infrared data require less reddening (A(V) ∼ 0.3) than the optical data. This indicates that
the extinction curve is steeper than SMC or that the intrinsic slope of the quasar power-law is steeper than average.
D.74. eHAQ1346+0114 (z = 1.73)
This is a highly reddened quasar with weak C IV emission and blueshifted absorption in both C IV and C III].
There is possibly variations in the iron pseudo continuum around C III]. The near-infrared data require less reddening
(A(V) ∼ 0.3) than the optical data. This indicates that the extinction curve is steeper than SMC or that the intrinsic
slope of the quasar power-law is steeper than average.
D.75. eHAQ1357−0051 (z = 1.80)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with strong associated low-ionization metal absorption (zabs = 1.792).
D.76. eHAQ1400+0720 (z = 2.40)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with associated low-ionization metal absorption at the redshift of the quasar. Possibly
also weak Fe II BAL features.
D.77. eHAQ1447+0521 (z = 2.35)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The object appears in the photometric catalog of Richards et al. (2009) who infer
a photometric redshift of zphot = 4.26.
D.78. eHAQ1450+1002 (z = 1.58)
This is a reddened FeLoBAL quasar.
D.79. eHAQ1455+0705 (z = 1.90)
This is a reddened quasar with associated absorption in C IV and C III]. We see tentative evidence of an intervening
Mg II absorption system at z = abs = 1.650. Richards et al. (2009) infer a photometric redshift of zphot = 4.26. The
object is observed by Maddox et al. (2012) who also classify the object as a quasar at redshift z = 1.9094.
D.80. eHAQ1514−0002 (z = 1.70)
This is a FeLoBAL quasar with no evidence of dust reddening from the near-infrared photometry.
D.81. eHAQ1525+0155 (z = 1.62)
This is a highly reddened quasar with broad absorption around the C III] emission line, possibly caused by absorption
from Fe III, and narrow associated absorption on top of Mg II. We observe blueshifted C IV absorption.
D.82. eHAQ1528+0546 (z = 2.12)
This is a reddened quasar with broad absorption around the C IV emission line. The object is furthermore observed
by SDSS (zSDSS = 2.1051) and by Maddox et al. (2012) who infer a consistent redshift z = 2.11. Moreover, Richards
et al. (2009) infer a photometric redshift of zphot = 0.41.
D.83. eHAQ1539+0351 (z = 1.63)
This is a reddened BAL quasar. The higher ionization lines (C IV and Si IV) exhibit stronger BAL features, whereas
C III] and Mg II show progressively weaker lines.
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D.84. eHAQ1543+0447 (z = 2.05)
This is a highly reddened quasar with strong excess emission from Fe II and Fe III.
D.85. eHAQ1549+0501 (z = 1.46)
This is a highly reddened quasar with weak emission lines and narrow associated absorption. Richards et al. (2009)
infer a photometric redshift of zphot = 3.88.
D.86. eHAQ2209+0304 (z = 2.33)
This is a very ‘peculiar’ quasar. The spectrum reveals very weak emission lines and narrow associated absorption,
however, the continuum shape is not matched by the template at all neither in the optical nor in the near-infrared.
D.87. eHAQ2235+0635 (z = 1.13)
This is a highly reddened quasar with associated low-ionization metal absorption. The object is detected in the
FIRST survey at 1.4 GHz, F1.4 GHz = 0.62± 0.14 mJy.
D.88. eHAQ2236+0731 (z = 1.72)
This is a reddened quasar categorized as an optical variable in the Palomar-QUEST survey (Bauer et al. 2009).
D.89. eHAQ2247+0922 (z = 1.63)
This is a reddened quasar.
D.90. eHAQ2255+1213 (z = 2.05)
This is a reddened quasar with broad absorption around C IV and C III] possibly caused by a combination of weak
high-ionization BAL and FeLoBAL features. The iron absorption would also explain the deficit observed in the Y and
J bands. The object is detected in the FIRST survey at 1.4 GHz, F1.4 GHz = 4.19± 0.16 mJy.
D.91. eHAQ2256+0531 (z = 1.35)
This is a highly reddened quasar with weak emission lines an narrow associated absorption. We observe a large
excess in the H and K bands, most likely due to the Hα line in the H band and emission from the host-galaxy and
hot dust that start to become important in the K-band (rest-frame ∼ 1µm). The object is a known radio source
detected at several frequencies. It is detected in FIRST and NVSS at 1.4 GHz with a flux of FFIRST = 11.99 ± 0.13
and FNVSS = 14.8± 0.6 mJy, respectively. Jackson et al. (2007) report a flux at 8.4 GHz of F8.4 GHz = 10.7± 0.2 mJy
and Coble et al. (2007) report a flux at 28.5 GHz of F28.5 GHz = 8.15± 0.15 mJy.
D.92. eHAQ2258+0251 (z = 2.43)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.93. eHAQ2259+0208 (z = 1.83)
This is a reddened quasar.
D.94. eHAQ2259+0256 (z = 1.83)
This is a reddened quasar with broad absorption around the C IV and C III] emission lines. The object is detected
in the FIRST survey at 1.4 GHz, F1.4 GHz = 0.72± 0.13 mJy.
D.95. eHAQ2259+0736 (z = 0.78)
This is a highly reddened quasar with narrow emission lines an associated narrow absorption. We can accurately
measure the redshift from [O II]λ3727.
D.96. eHAQ2301+0752 (z = 2.62)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.97. eHAQ2303+0747 (z = 1.31)
The spectrum from INT does not match the photometry due to issues in the flux calibration. We therefore only use
the spectrum to securely classify this object as a quasar on the basis of the broad emission line (Mg II at z = 1.31).
We estimate the reddening using only the photometry. The object is detected in the two bands of GALEX (near-UV
and far-UV): NUV = 22.7± 0.2 AB mag and FUV > 23.2 AB mag.
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D.98. eHAQ2309+1159 (z = 2.00)
This is a reddened quasar with absorption in the red wing of C III] possibly due to Fe III absorption.
D.99. eHAQ2310+0447 (z = 1.42)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.100. eHAQ2313+1259 (z = 2.11)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow associated absorption on top of the C IV emission line. The reddening
estimate is uncertain due to noise in the blue edge of the spectrum.
D.101. eHAQ2314+0552 (z = 2.03)
This is a reddened quasar with narrow emission lines and broad emission around the C IV and C III] emission lines
possibly due to a blend of weak high-ionization BAL and low-ionization iron absorption.
D.102. eHAQ2316+0651 (z = 1.37)
This is a reddened quasar with associated absorption at the quasar redshift. We observe strong absorption bluewards
of C III], possibly due to BAL features.
D.103. eHAQ2321+1107 (z = 1.56)
This is a reddened BAL quasar.
D.104. eHAQ2321+1121 (z = 2.18)
This is a reddened quasar. We observe a deficit in the J and H bands compared to the best-fit template. This can
plausibly be explained by variations in the iron pseudo continuum. This would also explain the small excess in the
spectrum around the z-band.
D.105. eHAQ2334+1519 (z = 2.23)
This is a reddened BAL quasar with weak absorption from low-ionization iron lines. The near-infrared photometry
is offset from the optical data possibly due to intrinsic variability.
D.106. eHAQ2344+1416 (z = 2.52)
This is a reddened BAL quasar possibly with variations in the iron pseudo continuum around C IV and C III]. The
object is detected in the FIRST survey at 1.4 GHz, F1.4 GHz = 0.97± 0.16 mJy.
D.107. eHAQ2358+1030 (z = 2.05)
This is a highly reddened quasar with very strong and narrow emission lines. We clearly detect the He II emission
line redwards of C IV. We furthermore observe an emission line at λobs = 6988.8 Å, which is caused by second order
contamination from Lyα. This quasar is described in detail in (Heintz et al. 2016).
D.108. eHAQ2359+1354 (z = 2.79)
We observed this target with grism #6 to look for a DLA around zabs = 2.248. We see evidence for metal absorption
from Fe II and Si II and a sharp drop around 4000 Å, which corresponds to the location of the Lyα line from the
DLA. We only use the spectrum to fix the redshift and subsequently determine the reddening by fitting the BOSS
spectrum.
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E. FIGURES
Figure E2 shows the full figure set previewed in Fig. 3 of Sect. 4.
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Figure E2. (Figure 3 continued.) The observed spectrum is shown as a solid black curve. For spectra observed with the INT,
the spectra are binned by a factor of 8 for visual clarity. These cases are marked by the label ‘int’ in the lower left corner
of the figure. The filled, red squares indicate the SDSS and UKIDSS photometric data points. In the upper right corner we
provide the estimated emission redshift and rest-frame V -band extinction. The red curve shows the redshifted composite quasar
template of Selsing et al. (2016) reddened by the best-fit dust model (indicated in the upper right corner). The dust reddening
applied in the rest-frame of the quasar, A(V), and absorber, A(V)abs, assumes the SMC and LMC extinction laws, respectively.
In cases where the template is also shown in blue, we were not able to fit both optical and infrared data simultaneously; The
blue template then indicates the best fit to the infrared data only, and the corresponding A(V) is given as A(V)blue. Note that
the spectra have not been corrected for telluric absorption (marked with a grey band at ∼ 7600 Å).
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Figure E2. (Continued.)
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